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Abstract 
The Davis-Putnam-LogemannLoveland algorithm is one of the most popular algorithms for 
solving the satisfiability problem. Its efficiency depends on its choice of a branching rule. We 
construct a sequence of instances of the satisfiability problem that fools a variety of “sensible” 
branching rules in the following sense: when the instance has n variables, each of the “sensible” 
branching rules brings about 62(2”5) recursive calls of the Davis-Putnam-Logemanll-Loveland 
algorithm, even though only 0( I ) such calls are necessary. 0 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All 
rights reserved. 
Kq~~~rr/s: Branching rules; DPLL 
1. The SAT problem 
A truth ussiyvnent is a mapping f that assigns 0 or 1 to each variable in its domain; 
we shall enumerate all the variables in this domain as XI,. .,x,. The complement X, of 
each such variable xi is defined by ,f‘(Zi) = 1 - ,f(.x,) for all truth assignments f; both 
xi and Xi are called liter&; if u =X; then ii -xi. A clause is a set of (distinct) literals 
and a formula is a family of (not necessarily distinct) clauses. A truth assignment 
suti$es a clause if it maps at least one of its literals to I ; the assignment sutisjies a 
formula if and only if it satisfies each of its clauses. A formula is called satis_fiahle if 
it is satisfied by at least one truth assignment; otherwise it is called unsatis$ahle. The 
problem of recognizing satisfiable formulas is known as the sati.sfiahility problem, or 
SAT for short. 
2. The Davis-Putnam-Logemann-Loveland algorithm 
Given a formula 9 and a literal M in F, we let 3_lu denote the “residual formula” 
arising from 9 when ,f(u) is set at 1: explicitly, this formula is obtained from ,9 by 
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DPLL(B) 
while (9 includes a clause of length at most one) 
{ if (9 includes an empty clause) return UNSATISFIABLE; 
{v}=any clause of length one; 
9:=9(u; 
while (there is a monotone literal) 
{ zi=any monotone literal; 
9=9+; 
if (9 is empty) return SATISFIABLE; 
choose a literal u in .9-; 
if (DPLL(F;lu)=SATISFIABLE) return SATISFIABLE; 
if (DPLL(SIG)=SATISFIABLE) return SATISFIABLE; 
return UNSATISFIABLE; 
Fig. 1. Definition of the Davis-Putnam-Logemann-Loveland algorithm. 
l removing all the clauses that contain U, 
l deleting ii from all the clauses that contain ii. 
l removing both u and ii from the list of literals. 
Trivially, 9 is satisfiable if and only if at least one of 91~ and Flii is satisfiable. 
It is customary to refer to the number of literals in a clause as the length (rather 
than size) of this clause. Clauses of length one are called unit clauses. Trivially, if a 
formula 9 includes a unit clause {u}, then every truth assignment f that satisfies 9 
must have f(u) = 1. Hence, 9 is satisfiable if and only if Blu is satisfiable. 
A literal u in a formula 9 is called monotone if ii appears in no clause of F. Triv- 
ially, if u is a monotone literal and if 5 is satisfiable, then B is satisfied by a truth as- 
signment f such that f(u) = 1. Hence, F is satisfiable if and only if F;lu is satisfiable. 
These observations are the backbone of an algorithm for solving SAT, designed by 
Davis, Logemann, and Loveland [l] and evolved from an earlier proposal by Davis 
and Putnam [2]: see Fig. 1. 
3. Branching rules 
Each recursive call of DPLL may involve a choice of a literal U; algorithms for 
making these choices are referred to as branching rules. It is customary to represent 
each call of DPLL(p) by a node of a full binary tree: if a call represented by a node 
y brings about calls of DPLL(Fl(u) and DPLL(fllii), then the call of DPLL(Flu) is 
represented by the left child of y and the call of DPLL(Fju) is represented by the right 
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child of y, else 7 is a leaf. The shape and size of this tree depends not only on the 
input formula 5, but also on the branching rule B that is used; we shall let T(,F,B) 
denote the tree. 
To see how dramatically a choice of B can influence the size of T(F, B), take the 
formula with variables XI ,x2,. .,x, and clauses 
{Xj,X.,+~~ij+2 )...) X,_3,X,_*} (,i=1,2*...,n-3). 
It is easy to see that this formula, 9, is unsatisfiable and that, with branching rules 
MIN: “let u be the variable with the smallest subscript”, and 
MAX: “let u be the variable with the largest subscript”, 
IT(Y,MIN)(-2”-’ - 1 but lT(‘!?,MAX)(=7. H owever, one might object that, unlike 
the branching rules commonly used in DPLL, both MIN and MAX are artificial: they 
disregard the structure of the (residual) formula from which u is to be chosen. 
One branching rule that does not disregard the structure of the formula from which 
u is to be chosen has been proposed by Jeroslow and Wang [7]; it goes as follows. Let 
&(.F, u) be the number of clauses of length k in ,F which contain II. The Jeroslow- 
Wang branching rule (JW) associates a weight with each literal U, 
w(.F, U) .= c 2-“&(.9, u), 
!i 
and chooses the literal with the largest weight, (If there is a tie, then, among the 




l/2 if i= 1,...,/7 -2, 
(n - 2)/4 if i = n - 1 or ~1, 
(2’ - 1)/2”_2 if i = l,...,n - 3, 
w(Y,X,) = 
( 
(2N-3 - 1)/2’lp2 if i = n - 2, 
(n - 2)/4 if i = n - 1 or n. 
Therefore, JW chooses x,-l. The residual formulas 9\x,_l and gli,_l are identical; 
their clauses are 
{X,,X,},{~&) (i= 1,2 ,..., n-2), 
{~i,~,i+l~~j+2,~. .9 X,_3,X,_2} (j = 1,2,. .,Tl - 3). 
Therefore, JW chooses x, for both 91x,-l and 9\in-1. Since all of the resulting four 
residual formulas contain the empty clause, Ir(Y, JW)( = 7. 
This branching rule is based on the intuition that shorter clauses are more important 
than longer ones and, particularly, that clauses of length k are twice as important 
as clauses of length k + 1. (The idea of progressively halving the weighting factors 
was used by Johnson [S] some fifteen years earlier in an approximation algorithm for 
MAX-SAT. ) 
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Hooker and Vinay [6] proposed a variation (HV) on JW, which they called “two- 
sided Jeroslow-Wang rule”: among all the literals u such that ~(97 U) 3 ~(9, ii), choose 
one that maximizes ~(9, U) + ~(9, ~7). 
Van Gelder and Tsuji [lo] proposed another variation (vGT): among all the literals 
u such that w(~,u)~w(~,z~), choose one that maximizes w(F,u) * w(9$z7). 
Dubois et al. [5] developed a program called C-SAT, which was shown to be one 
of the most efficient programs in solving the formulas from the DIMACS benchmarks 
[3]. Their branching rule (C-SAT) is as follows. Define 
and 
w(~u)=w(~,u) + c w(F,fi), 
{u,o}EB 
among all the literals u such that W(9? U) 2 W(F, ;i), choose one that maximizes 
W(F, 24) + W(F, ii) + 1.5 min( W(F, u), W(R, ii)). 
These four branching rules, JW, HV, vGT, and C-SAT, share the following 
property. 
Sensible property. If all clauses have length three and if v,w are literals such that 
dj(u)<ds(w), d3(21)<d3(W), then do not choose v. 
4. Fooling a family of branching rules 
Theorem. For euery nonnegative integer t, there is an unsatis~able formula X with 
5t + 21 variables uch that jT(Z’,MAX)I = 111, but /T(x,B)I >2’for every branch- 
ing rule B with the Sensible Propert.v. 
Proof. Write r = 5t and consider the following formula, 8, with variables xi,. . . , 
x,, . . .,x,+21. For each s = 0, 1, . . . , t - 1, there are eight clauses involving XS~+~,X~~+Z, 
~5~~3, x5$+4, xss+5 and their complements, 
and 
{i5s+l ,iSs+2,:5s+3}, {x5$+ 1 rks+3,~5s+4 1, {X5s+l>XSs+4,~5s+5 ), {~5s+l&+2,~5s+5}; 
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in addition, there are 22 clauses involving .x,+1,. . ,x,+21 and their complements, 
{Xr+l,X,+7,X,+l3}, {X,+2,X,+8,X,+14}, {XT+~,X,+~>XP+I~)> {X~+4,X~+lO,X~+16}> 
{X,+5,X,+lI,X,+l7}, {Xr+6,X,+12,X,+I8}* {~,+l~X,+7,X,+l3}, {%+2>X,+8~X~+14}, 
{&+3,&+9,X,+15}, {~r+4,Xr+lO,Xr+lh}, {%+5,Xr+ll,X~+l7}, {%+6,X,+12,X,+18}> 
{%+7,X,+l3,X,+l9}, {%+8,X,+l4rX~+l9}r {~r+Y~X,+l5,Xr+20}~ {%+lO,X~+l6,X~+20}, 
I- Xr+ll,Xr+l7,Xr+21 }> {~~+12rX~+l8,X~+2I}, {%+l3,%+l4,Xr+l9}, {~r+l5,~r~16~X~+2O}r 
{- - Xr+l7,Xr+lS,X,+21 >, {~r+l9~~,+20,~-~+21>~ 
These last 22 clauses alone constitute an unsatisfiable formula ([4], bottom of p. 56). 
Altogether, 8 has 8t + 22 clauses and each of these clauses has length three. It is a 
routine matter to verify that 1 T(z, MAX)1 = 111; we will use induction on t to prove 
that (T(&, B)I >2’ for every branching rule B with the Sensible Property. 
Trivially, 1 I/‘(%& B)I > 1. Since 
I 
4 if i=Ss+ 1, s=O ,..., t- 1, 
2 if i=5s+j, s=O ,..., t- 1, j=2 ,..., 5, 
&($,x;)= 1 if i=r+l,..., rf6, 
2 if i=r+7,...,v+ 12, 
3 if i=r+ 13,...,r+21, 
I 
4 if i=5s+ 1, s=O ,..., t - 1, 
&(,A$;,Zi)= 2 if i=5s+j, s=O ,..., t- I, j=2 ,..., 5, 
1 if i=r+ l,...,r+21, 
any branching rule B with the Sensible property, given 8 with t >O, chooses some 
X5,+ I with O<s< t to be 24. In S$Ixg,+l, the four literals X5s+2rX5s+3,~5s+4,X5s+5 are 
monotone; in &/(xss+I, the four literals x5~+2,x5.~+3,.~5~+4,x5~+5 are monotone. These 
monotone literals (together with the clauses containing them) are removed from the 
formulas by DPLL before the branching rule is consulted again. The resulting formulas. 
((((&1X5.~+l)l~5~+2)IX5s+3)IX5st4)/~5~+5 
and ((((%liSs+l )/X5a+2)IXSS+3 )IX5s+4)IXSs+5 
are identical and isomorphic to <z-l via CT defined by 
{ 
Xi if i<5s, 
@I > = 
Xi-5 if i> 5S + 5. 
Hence IT(=%,B)I = 1 + I~(~IXS~+I, W + lT(&lIxf;,+~,B)l= 1+217’(%-1,B)I; now, by 
the induction hypothesis, I I’( 8, B)I > 1 + 2(2’-’ ) > 2’. 0 
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